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Abstract
The experiment used to painting an image or a part of an image by using, paint brush, air brush and pencil tools. Various exercises are to be taught to the students so that they can have good understanding and practice of using software provided for the same purpose.

23.1 Introduction
The mix effects on the image will let user define multiple colors on a single image. This chapter will provide some exercise on Paint Brush, Air Brush & Pencil tool to paint selected parts of an image in various ways. Also exercise on how to Use Paint Bucket, Gradient tool and eraser.

23.2 Gradient Exercise 1:
1. Open Ducky.tif
2. Using selection tool of your choice, select white background.
3. Select Gradient tool, and change the background colour with the colour of your choice.

23.3 Gradient Exercise 2:
1. Open a new file.
2. Create a new layer and select Gradient style of your choice and practice creating different gradient effects by adjusting opacity levels and changing Gradient type from Solid to Noise.